
Mr. Howard Bray 	 10/3/77 
Fund for Investigative Journalism 
1346 Connecticut Ave., NW, 10th floor 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dear Howard, 
This is both an update and a reminder with recognition of your limitations. 

You have not seen or heard from me for a long time because my own time haa become 
more limited by a need for more rest and a routine that has me spending much time walking. 

Although the doctors ignored all my aceurnte reporting of symptoms, I preeume ascribing 
them to anxiety or apprehensions, by /me it had become apparent that my physical capabilities 
were more drastically reduced than mere aging could account for. When I was able to circum-
vent OHL I learned first that there are arterial problems in addition to these with the 
veins and then a little about the nature of the arterial problems. Not all. I suppose 
all the testing is not done. I'm back on rat poison (literally) as an anti-ooagulent 
and I'm oe tain there has been further vein daeage. Although to menthe an I could not 
walk 250 yards without getting dizei, by keeping at it olla steyine in ay lane, whine avoids 
the eteepaesa of the mountainside, I have built up to where I've done 9 miles a day recently, 
but not all at once. I've just returned from' a trip to Wisconsin, to speak at a small 
oollege, and there were no problems with it or tie travel. Now I have to rebuilt other 
meacIde, which will not be easy with the magical prescriptions, like not being able to 
out firewood or run any risk of cutting or bruising. While all this was hapeening to me I 
lost 30 pounds and am still fat in places. This tells me of the atrophying of muscles because 
these or four years ago at 180 I oould see bonsai in the chest. 

Much of my recent time has been taken up fighting the government in YOU suite, all 
in varying degrees sueoeseful, even where I expect to lose. Paying for the xeroxes has 
about exhausted my oapabilitiee. I've already used much of the scant emergency reserve 
we had been able to put aside. On the King assassination alone I have had to nay for 
more than 25,000 pages end there will be more. Row much *ore after the end of the battle 
with the FBI end DJ I've elected to join when I think some of the turf may be mine and in 
an effort to deter stonewalling me and educating the now people in DJ about what goes 
on, what is done and not done by those inherited from Nixon and Ford. 

After years of effort I've begun to get sore of the files on me. The poisonous fabri-
cations the Hooverites spread even to the 'bite EDWINA were effective, I'm sure, as were 
the distortions and exaggerations. I've just paid for another. 60e+ pages that in expurgated 
form will be ere soon. (I'n 7,000 pages behind in reading the in =Aerials I've obtained 
but I'll hit the personal stuff as soon as I get it because I want to explore the possibility 
of suing oven though intentional torts are immune under the law.) 

Until I cen nun the CIA they'll continue the hardest stonewalling I've yet feced. They 
must regard xi is a asocial case because they are withholding froe me ehat I've been after 
for a lon:-  time and what they've partly complied with my requests for. What of this is of 
immediate concern to me is a large volume of the more recent records on mind bending. 
%cause I do not have the money to pay the xerceine charges I cennot (mart force on them 
to obtain three records costing at leant $1600. Others have copies. This includes John 
itaztE and some of the papers. I want them for examination by others one of whom is a good 
source with personal knowledge as of the beginning of that kind. of CIA adventuring. I also 
want to be able to deposit all the records in a permanent public archive already started. 
My interest in this predated the exposures by some years. My initial lead was a suppressed 
Warren joeeiseion reeorde I could not even interest The National Enquirer in it then. 



Of course I make and have made these records available to those with interest in 
them and the subj,_ct. My source can add to their meaning and has. 1 send him copies of all 
I get. 

Limited as my resources are I cannot justify going into debt to pay the CIA for these 
records when there remains so many more essential to my work that I'll have to pay for. 
I'm making some aide efforts to obtain some backing but I have no real expectation of 
telecast) from them. 

I have thousands of pages of these records now, including the very earliest in which 
the press seemed to have no inte.-evt. 'fith or without help in return those are available 
to any responeible people. 

You have your own funding problems, of course. But I wanted you to know about this 
in the event you know of someone with special interest in the mind—bending who might be 
willing to help make all posnible available — forever. 

The FBI records I've been obtaining hnve opeond up OA unonponed aspect of it 
auneetio activities. tor the mrwmult I want no public une of nt. I do want to continue 
to obtain all that is poseible, too, knforn any Lee n. I'm not unwilning to disnues it, 
thought. The tins raqtared for those endeavors has made writing yirtually impossible. 
For the King book I plan almost none of t'ais will be neeeosary. t will make a very 
unusual and iratarldrin wkrthwhile diacertation that in turn could make a cod bock. 
More than a magA:Aild. article by far in worth. 

Time for another walk. 

Best woshee, 

Harold Weieberg 


